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Mankind’s greatest scientific instrument is
arguably in our pockets. In this short article, we point out that their popularity, flexibility, and behavioral sensing capabilities
make them ideal for studying humanity at
various levels of complexity, in ways that
were previously not possible.

POPULARITY AND ECONOMIES OF
SCALE
Mobile phones overtook personal computers in popularity in 2013. Today, an
estimated 22% of the world’s population
owns a mobile phone, while 20% owns
a personal computer. In western societies,
mobile phones are used by more than 90%
of the population, and developing nations
are quickly catching up. The economies
of scale involved in manufacturing billions
of smartphones every year have reduced
their cost and dramatically increased the
scientific potential of their hardware.
These economic, engineering, and scientific advances are rapidly turning smartphones into compelling scientific instruments. For instance, in the last decade
smartphones have repeatedly been used to
study the spread of disease (Wang et al.,
2009; Wesolowski et al., 2012). Increasingly,
however, this type of post hoc modeling
overlooks many of the scientific opportunities afforded by modern devices and their
sensing capabilities. Because smartphones
have become ubiquitous, much more than
personal computers, their instrumentation
can now provide scientists unparalleled
insight into humanity. Therefore, it is now
possible to run studies and experiments
that previously were simply impossible.

FLEXIBILITY
Researchers are using smartphones to
study humanity at the micro, meso, and
macro scales. At the microscale, scientists
use smartphones to instrument everyday
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environments of individuals and monitor behavior or physiology over time.
For example, a smartphone-controlled
digital pancreas is helping fight type 1
diabetes (Clery, 2014), smartphone “labson-a-chip” can provide cancer diagnosis
within an hour (Haun et al., 2011), and
tetraplegics are using smartphones to control their wheelchair (Kim et al., 2013). At
the mesoscale, scientists are leveraging the
capacity of smartphones to collect data, and
seek to reveal patterns of group behavior
in communication (Malmgren et al., 2008)
and social interaction (Lazer et al., 2009).
At the macroscale, smartphones can be
used as a comprehensive proxy for societallevel behavior, for example, in terms of
HIV spreading (Wesolowski et al., 2012)
and social diversity (Eagle et al., 2010).
These three approaches resonate with
visions for computational behavioral science (Lightfoot, 2007), computational
social science (Lazer et al., 2009), and
engineering of social systems (Eagle and
Greene, 2013), respectively. Common to
these approaches is the use of personal
technology as a lens through which to
study humanity. They mostly rely on
rich hardware sensors: smartphones now
come equipped with GPS, magnetometers,
barometers, accelerometers, and even photometers. Yet, it is the recent emergence
of two new types of behavior sensing on
smartphones – using software sensors and
human sensors – that have the potential to
revolutionize science since they allow us to
conduct behavioral sensing.

BEHAVIORAL SENSING
Software sensors on smartphones conceptualize human actions through data. These
sensors do not measure physical properties,
but behavioral properties. For example,
one’s calendar activities indicate routine
and personal-work balance. Other software

sensors include the amount of messages
one sends or receives, or how many friends
one has in their address book, as an indicator of one’s social engagement and support.
There is a potential myriad of software sensors due to (i) our increasing use of smartphones to manage everyday activities, (ii)
the maturity and diversity of application
programing interfaces (APIs) available on
smartphones and online, and (iii) ongoing
efforts at harmonizing sensing on smartphones such as the AWARE framework.
Thus, while much ongoing research focuses
on the analysis of big data collected by
the likes of Facebook or Google, software
sensors are shifting the spotlight toward
a decentralized model whereby personal
devices can sense and react to smaller yet
richer data in real-time.
Human sensors take advantage of
smartphones’ ubiquity and interactive
capabilities to collect data by querying
humans. This resembles crowdsourcing,
but with a rather real-time and localized
perspective. Smartphones have been used
to collect text and photo reports of earthquake aftermath or other crises (Rogstadius
et al., 2013), but at the same time they
can be used to collect qualitative data on a
large scale, for example, comfort levels during heat waves and happiness levels at the
workplace. Human sensors can be triggered
in response to hardware and software sensor readings. They encapsulate our ability
to collect in real-time data from large numbers of humans, and prompt a shift away
from static data sets to live data sources in
the study of humanity.

OPPORTUNITIES AND CHALLENGES
What makes smartphones ideal scientific instruments? We argue that their
ever-increasing sensing and computational
capabilities, coupled with their popularity, makes them ideal for “peaking” into
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FIGURE 1 | Smartphones enable instrumentation at the micro, meso, and macroscale.
Orthogonally, there are three types of sensors that smartphones can provide: hardware sensors (to
measure the environment), software sensors (to measure behavior), and human sensors (to query
humans). Researchers are already using hardware sensors to address visions for computational
behavioral science (Lightfoot, 2007), computational social science (Lazer et al., 2009), and engineering
of social systems (Eagle and Greene, 2013). Software sensors allow for personal informatics (reflecting
on one’s own behavior), community behavior (measuring the behavior of groups), and cultural imaging
(global studies contrasting behavior). Human sensors allow for personal diagnosis (targeting queries to
an individual’s needs), intermittent cohorts (querying multiple individuals based on their context), and
global cohorts (engaging million-size groups across continents).

humanity in ways that existing scientific
protocols cannot. They provide a means
to complement lab and clinical studies,
and ground scientific progress in naturalistic settings. Global application stores
(i.e., appstores) now enable us to link
smartphones into one collective, widely
adopted scientific instrument, that records
and reacts to data streams and enables different disciplines to collaborate on global
challenges (Lang, 2011). Fundamentally,
each one of us is personally motivated
to maintain and protect their device, fix
it when broken, and keep it alive with
enough battery power. Unlike conventional
scientific instruments that often require
substantial investment by governments or
institutions, smartphone maintenance is
democratized.
These developments highlight the rise of
what we call “ubiquitous instrumentation.”
This trend is likely to see smartphones and
other personal devices become increasingly
valuable scientific instruments for studying
humanity, enabling real-time public health
studies, large-scale behavioral monitoring,
and million-size cohort studies to name a
few (Figure 1). Ironically, we argue that this
trend will shift the focus from “big data” to
“small data for the big picture,” and from
data sets to data sources. For science, this
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means that methods dealing with big data
sets will have to be complemented with
methods for dealing with small, diverse,
and intermittent data sources, while experiments that take data snapshots for analysis will require novel data dashboards for
real-time monitoring. And maybe someday, a visit to the doctor may even entail
a prescription for your phone.
Of course, many challenges lie along
the way. Crucially, not everyone has a
mobile phone at the moment, with certain vulnerable populations (elders, children, poor) not having equal access to
this technology. This can greatly affect
the validity and reliability of any study,
and care needs to be taken to ensure that
representative samples are used. Furthermore, privacy is a major obstacle to this
kind of work. To address this, we need
ways to ensure that sensitive data remains
on individuals’ devices, and only sanitized
data are ever shared. Finally, the question of value is crucial: what is in it for
users? We need to ensure that any type of
ubiquitous instrumentation provides fair
value to its users, either through the provision of useful information and services,
empowerment, personalized advice, and
the ability to self-reflect on ones’ own
behavior.
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